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Discover the ancient understanding of chakra healing and restore balance to your mind, body,
and spirit.Within all living beings are powerful centers of energy called chakras. Each chakra
holds the prospect of immense curing and restoration. However, learning how exactly to harness
the chakra program’s amazing power could be challenging when so much of the info
available is dense and educational or subjective and hard to trust. Through useful instruction
and compassionate assistance, Margarita shows each client how to find the self-curing chakra
technique that resonates greatest for their own unique needs.In Chakra Healing Margarita
brings these effective techniques for chakra therapeutic to anyone who wants to better their
emotional, physical, and spiritual health through:A THREE-PART CHAKRA HEALING Method of
identify your ailment, uncover the affected chakra, and select from an array of effective chakra
therapeutic techniquesA VARIETY OF THERAPEUTIC METHODS TO PICK FROM including
Meditations & Visualizations, Crystals, Essential Oils, Yoga, Food & Diet, Behavioral Adjustments,
and moreHELPFUL ILLUSTRATIONS AND PHOTOS of chakra locations, yoga poses, and crystals
for easier than ever application of the self-healing techniquesThe chakra techniques offered in
Chakra Healing address a wide array of ailments and concerns, such as for example: Asthma
and Allergies, Back again Pain, Fatigue, Guilt, Anger, Digestive Issues, Neuropathy,
Disconnection from Personal and Others, Skin Issues, Headache, Loneliness, and more.In her
successful New York practice, energy healer, acupuncturist, and Reiki learn Margarita
Alcantara addresses the most common ailments people encounter today. She's successfully
taught her clients an array of different healing approaches for getting rid of energy blockages
and balancing their chakras.
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 I like it. She is a very dedicated and passionate healer, who's amazing at what she will. She is
usually learning and growing upon her skills and it certainly takes care of!If anyone knows
Margarita's writing on her blog (Alcantara Acupuncture and Healing Arts) or the articles she's
written for Mind Body Green or The Huffington Post on Integrative Healing, then most would
know what a warm and accessible article writer she is. The same is true here..I'm familiar with the
chakra system, but I really learned a lot of useful information here. The book is usually an instant
and engaging read for anyone. It's divided into four chapters: the 1st explains what a chakra
is normally and what each chakra governs, the second covers how to work with each of the
chakras through meditation, crystals and important oils, the third breaks down what issues or
ailments may be linked to which chakra and the 4th explains how the symptoms can be healed
by balancing the chakras connected with it. However, beware of the disinformation on some
frequencies (like 432 Hz, I'm researching), as patent holders put out disinformation to sway you
to do unhealthy things and then when you're unhealthy you then find their disease mongering
advertizements on television to take their patented drugs which make you have new issues and
therefore a returning client to profit even more patents (like those that disease monger in all
media to get you on their big pharma drugs - these disease mongering advertisements illegal
in all other countries). It was a basic overview but of chakras if one can be wondering simply
about how exactly to heal chakras that is good but in the event that you anticipate digging
deep and also have a thirst for understanding this ain’t it chief !. It's extremely straightforward
and well-planned. the definition of each chakra. I've also given this book out to some close
friends and they've all cherished it! Good Basic Read Good book for beginners, solid
information but plenty of repetition, great descriptions and discussion of different therapeutic
modalities for self care Healing I love studying my anatomy... An amazing publication to use for
introductory purposes into Chakras and chakra therapeutic.. Unlike the other publication this
book isn't very long winded and gets right to the idea. I haven't completed reading however
the book is so informative therefore fun to read unlike the other reserve that I experienced to
do an instant review to ideally sway other's to read this book instead.! Guide Ms. You
understand? I especially enjoyed the step-by-step Chakra awakening/healing guides that offer
three modalities from which to choose. Informative about healing & Great buy; one thing
though. She breaks everything down about the chakras in terms that are easy to understand
and remember. Bought this as a gift. It's a great buy.Handy Information for Newbies and
Refreshing Reminder for Those in the Know In the interest of full disclosure, I will start quickly by
saying I'm not only a fan of this book and Margarita, but I'm also an individual who has
benefited from sessions with her immensely. I'm impressed that it offers so many different ways to
heal the chakras (essential oil, gems, herbs), but I am amazed that it does not mention
anywhere (that I can find) about frequencies that heal. After all, it seems to have everything
else, and consider that it will be beneficial if it mentions 528 Hz healing regularity. Alcantara's
book is extremely well organized, very thorogh, and accessible for the novice, in addition to for
those who are more complex in their chakra knowledge. I am learning so very much from the
7chakraa, essential oils, Crystals and stones. Tibetan monks make use of singing bowls to heal
(emotionally, too) in this frequency. There are tuning forks in this regularity for healing.Gleam
helpful section showing different yoga poses that will help further stability the chakras and a
lovely color section with photos of the crystals mentioned through out the reserve. Was very
helpful & In any case, if the writer ever updates this book, should add in about
frequencies/frequency that heal aswell (like 528 Hz). Do your own study of 528 Hz vs 432 Hz; I
understand that after hearing hours of 432Hz on youtube I experienced worse. I know, also,



John Lennon (who was simply assassinated apparently for "providing peace a chance")
intentionally went of his way to put a few of his music into 528 Hz for recovery (the music sector
intentionally chooses the normalization of a bad regularity for tuning music).. I am very pleased
with my purchase I am happy with my purchase. Choose a 528 Hz radio instead, for your
chakras - and if you chat to the author of this book than request her to check on it out and
see if she really wants to add it to her publication I'm reviewing here.. I'm still fairly new to this
frequency recovery stuff, though I've known for a while that there surely is a couple countries
that cure cancer regularly with specific frequencies/frequency (cancer cells kill themselves,
great cells are secure). I nearly got another publication by a relatively legend in this field but I
searched the various other book first only for reviews but developed a free pdf download to
which I read and was definitely bored to loss of life reading. Amazing book for beginners This is
an excellent book for those who knew hardly any and want to learn about chakras (that would
be me).. Once a person reaches balance and alignment, they can concur the globe.!! Gives
an understandable history about chakras.. Great for beginners. This book was well researched
but very basic. I would recommend it for anyone who is just beginning to learn about the
chakras and chakra recovery. Happy great read Awesome simple guide for beginners like
myself. This publication is a good book for anyone who is not used to Chakra Healing or just
curious as to the meaning of connecting with the universe. Easy to understand and makes
references to each chakra where they are located, what they control, what methods to use to
greatly help align and heal your chakras. Happy great read great product Product arrived as
described and quickly too! beginners chakra therapy info It was really short, very discreet and
didn't include enough information on each crystal or each chakra . Overall, a very fun read for
those who are already knowledgeable and a great primer if you are curious about curing
through the chakras. Excellent Resource & Recommended.. It came promptly and was as
defined. An amazing publication to use for introductory purposes into Chakras and . It's
especially amazing that doctor's usually do not talk or tell their patients about their Chakra's
and how very important the are to our everyday activity. This book is great for those who wish
to learn about healing the Chakras, and precisely what stones can aide in the
process.exercises to help with stability and alignment and so much more! We live in an amazing
Universe. This is the book you need as a reference, inspiration, and guide to chakra
knowledge. chakras Explained different methods to use to recover chakras & I read the book in
one sitting and continually get back to it for reference. Disinfo is not the same as misinfo, btw -
the difference is definitely that it intentionally* teaches you wrong for a corporate agenda
(same reason there are trolls - real paid disinformation agents who bully people on social
media to sway beliefs and behaviors, like HASBARA in Israel). an easy task to comprehend
Good read Great beginners guide
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